Annual Report 2021
The Joy of Learning Always & Everywhere
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What? Loka is a small school with
big dreams along the Punpun river
in Bihar, North-India. Why? Loka
explores (new) ways of learning for
a Beautiful, Just and Sustainable
World. Who? Loka’s 100 students
aged 4-15, from nursery to grade
10, receive a complete education
of Head, Heart & Hand. How? At
Loka students are equipped to
create their livelihoods,
empowered to uplift their
surroundings and enriched with a
sense of purpose.

lokafoundation@gmail.com

www.loka.in

Loka in 2021
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Throughout the many lockdowns,
learning continued for Loka's
students. Smaller children spent
time in the village playing, inventing
outdoor games, making toys and
helping their parents in taking care
of the farm & cattle. Loka’s teachers
reached out to them with worksheets and assignments. Older
students were provided with space,
devices and an internet connection
for online classes and received
personal guidance on Loka's lush
green and spacious campus. As
always there were both beautiful
moments and tragic incidents in the
village. Dialogues and re ections
helped students in dealing with life
and change. When in October the
school opened after a long gap due
to the second devastating covid
wave in India, Loka's school
counted 100 students and a dedicated teaching team. At Loka we
are lled with hope and inspiration!

WORKSHOPS Artreach India
gave two online and one
workshop on location. Themes
were Japanese bookbinding,
body movement, connecting with
trees and storytelling. Other
workshops included a natural
paint making workshop by artist
Avinash Karn and a design workshop by Ishan Khosla. ORGANIC
FA R M H a r v e s t s : p o t a t o e s ,
vegetables, fruit (including the rst
mango harvest!), pulses, wheat
and rice. COMMUNICATION
India’s oldest art magazine Marg
published stories and photos by
Loka students and co-founder
Charlotte Leech participated in a
Marg webinar ‘Designing a post
pandemic world’. A paper on
Loka was published in the rst
edition of the Art1st Education
series. CONTRIBUTIONS Van
Kesteren Foundation, Jacoba
van Wassenaer Fonds and
individual donations covered the
annual costs of Loka’s school. An

extra storey was built on the
school, a space for outdoor
classes/meetings and teacher
rooms thanks to extra support
from Resourcement, Triodos
Foundation and an anonymous
fund. Triple Value Foundation
supported educational projects,
online learning during covid and a
sport court (completion in 2022)
through a Mindfulness course
with Garrison Institute International. A puja was held by
Rosita Hanoeman, Satyam
Pahladsingh & family and
donations supported a cow and
calf, two bathrooms and a
trampoline (to be purchased in
2022). Cornelisse Foundation
auctions art including the family
collection and donated towards
Loka’s art workshops and a
laptop. The Typecraft Initiative in
collaboration with RangSutra
gifted an alphabet quilt handmade
in Barmer, Rajasthan.

Thank you Thank you
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Loka in Images 2021

Saturday morning dance
performance.

Loka’s girls won the
kabaddi match. Again.

Guest class by Lila Foundation
founder Rizio Yohannan.

Ankit explaining Vedic
mathematics to his classmates.

Natural paint making workshop
by Guest Teacher Avinash Karn.

Dinesh and Sanatan preparing
for their CBSE board exams.

Loka students interact with a
school in Myanmar.

Deepvali celebrations in
November 2021.

Learning with handcrafted letters
gifted by the Typecraft Initiative.

Teachers participate in an online
workshop on storytelling & art.

Lakhan Singh talks about the
village history during a slow walk.

Shilpi shares homemade food
during a school trip.

Body movement as part of a
workshop by Artreach India.

Loka’s pet dog Crystal gives
birth to 5 healthy puppies.

Cat in the audience during
Loka’s Green Christmas Event.
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Why are we
being educated?

During a dialogue Loka's
Lions (grades 8-10) shared
their unique thoughts on a
slow and deep education
where competition and
comparison are replaced by
compassion
and
collaboration.
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Dinesh Education is generally
about covering the syllabus but
we need to add something so
that we can learn to nd
solutions, deal with change.
Sanatan We need schools to
allow us to be curious and think
new thoughts - not just repeating
from books what is already
known. We need to take time to
re ect together and come with
new ideas.
Shankar To go deep you need an
atmosphere of equality. We
cannot go deep when only a few
students are being given attention
because they grasp things fast.
The other way round, only a few
students being toppers means
we are not going deep because
deep learning allows for everyone
to grow and thrive in unique
ways.
Sanatan How we are in school,
we are in the world. If we create
an atmosphere of being fast and

only a few students succeed and
many not, we will create a similar
world with chances for few.
Sandeep Knowledge from books is
limited. We also need to observe
carefully by ourselves, look with
fresh eyes and make connections.
This will also help us be more
understanding of differences and
enable us to relate better to each
other and the world around us.
Madhu Through nature we can
learn many things and also pass
exams. Actually exams come from
nature. Most of the exam questions
are somehow related to nature. We
have to observe and understand
nature. It will also help us pass
exams.
Shilpi In urban areas schools close
and everybody starts learning from
computers. In rural areas schools
close and we learn from nature. I
learned so much about plants and
grasses during the lockdown, also
how they work and may bene t us.
For example, kasi grass (a long
strong grass) has many bene ts. In
urban areas there is also more
pressure to be an engineer or a
doctor. Here in the village we are
free to do things in new ways.
Dinesh Covid pushed us towards
being more slow. It was as if nature
was trying to tell us: you are being
too destructive and fast. Slow
down! (Recommended reading:
On Dialogue by David Bohm)

HIGHLIGHTS

January Loka's senior students
walked in the footsteps of the
Buddha with Buddhist and Bihar
scholar Deepak Anand as their
teacher and the great outdoors of
Bihar as their classroom.
February Students created
beautiful stories of local people by
making photos of their hands and
writing about their lives. These
stories were published in Marg
Magazine's June’21 edition.
March Online Japanese
bookbinding workshop by
Artreach India.
April Loka’s Lions (aged: 14-16)
participate in a History Learning
Journey through Out of Eden
Learn.
May The school is closed due to
lockdown and children learn by
making slow walks in their village
and documenting their surroundings.
June Loka students connect with
a school in Myanmar through
zoom and interact with children
amid a coupe and covid. They
end their conversation by singing
songs about friendship and hope.
July Visit from the Bodhgaya
Karuna Shechen Team (founded
by Matthieu Ricard). Stories and
experiences were shared and
seeds and papaya trees donated.
August Guided by Artreach India
students created the *fantasy
shoeware in their heads* for an
art installation disguised as an
online shoe shop: millipede.shop
September Loka’s school opens
for all age groups for the rst time
after the second wave.
O c t o b e r L o k a ’s t e a c h e r s
participate in an Art1st online
workshop on storytelling and art.
November Lila Foundation
founder Rizio Yohannen and other
members visit Loka for collaboration and guest classes.
December Loka celebrates a
green Christmas with a Shanti
Claus, eco friendly Christmas
decoration and a locally rooted
bible story performance.
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“We need an Education of the Heart.” H.H. the Dalai Lama
Pavan: "My mother passed away when I was a few years old. Now
I live with my father and sister. Recently my father got an accident
on his motorbike. He got wounded and could not work for a while.
When this all was happening I felt black and grey. I thought how
small I am. How can I manage my life? I was living in a village with
many people but it felt like I was all alone in the world."

Ankit: "While staying with family in another village one day we were
surprised by a tornado. Huts got blown away. We tried to hold on
to the huts and protect them. It was a huge storm. Seeing so many
people loose their homes made me sad. I also notice that people in
that village don't leave, no matter how many storms create
dif culties for them. They just go through it."

Subhas: "Some years ago the father of my friend Amresh was
murdered. We held a memorial service at our Loka school and
Amresh, his sister and mother came together to plant a tree in
memory of their father and husband. While they where planting the
tree I stood and looked at them and cried. How will they manage?
How will they eat? How can they survive? Through my tears I saw
the colour orange."
Nitish: "One day I was playing in my village and one man was telling
the passie (local name for the man who takes juice from palm trees) to
climb in the tree and extract juice for him. This man made the passie
man work hard and get lots of juice. After lling his belly he refused to
pay the passie for his labour. I got very angry and sad. So much that I
wanted to hit the powerful man who exploited this powerless worker.
But I was very small and there was nothing I could do."

Om Prakash: "When my father
and brother ght I get sad and
frightened. I climb up the ladder
and hide in an opening in the
wall and sit there, quietly, and
think: What can I do?”
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Vikash: "One stormy monsoon
day I came home from school.
When I arrived I saw that the
thatched roof had blown away
from my house. I was struck
with feelings of sadness. How
to live?”

Somnath Hore: Wounds
is an art storytelling book by Likla &
Kripa (published by Art1st) that
talks to children about di cult
emotions through the life of artist
Somnath Hore. Somnath saw the
pain of people around him. He
drew them again and again,
capturing their postures of pain.
Loka teacher Piyush presented the
book ‘Wounds’ to grade 7
students and asked them to paint
their su ering. Their stories and
paintings brought students closer
to their feelings and helped re ect
on inevitable struggles in life.
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Slow Looking, Deep Learning
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Students look closely at a mango tree. Sandeep: Honey bees are
sucking nectar from the mango tree's small owers. Dinesh: The owers
have different colours: white, pink and black dots. There was a bird nest
made of different types of grass and dried lentil pods. I wonder how birds
make their nests so nice and round without having hands, only beaks?
Shilpi: There was a spider web. It was partly broken. People get angry
when somebody destroys their house. I wonder how a spider feels when
somebody damages its web? Madhu: I observed how leaves create
shadows on each other. How light enters the tree. Shankar: A black and
red insect was eating the tree's leaves. Ankit: I noticed how the holes in
the leaves all had different shapes. Sanatan: I rst observed the tree from
far. It all looks shining and bright from a distance. It made me think of a
team or an organisation. Maybe it is like Loka. When moving closer you
notice all the different leaves and owers and how it is actually quite a
complex whole consisting of so many parts working together. Dinesh:
May I end this conversation by noticing that if a bird can create such a
perfectly shaped nest by just using its beak, how it is that we humans
with our hands are unable to shape our world more beautifully?
This activity was inspired by the book ‘Slow Looking’ by Loka Adviser/
Project Zero (Harvard) Senior Research Associate Shari Tishman.

Walk to Learn

In January 2021 Loka students
went on a walk in the footsteps of
the Buddha as part of a Walk to
Learn programme, inspired by
their participation in Out of Eden
Learn (see next page). Breakfast
was at Dashrath Manji's hill where
students set up a pop-up café.
Homemade food items were
served on leaf plates, including
Dinesh's famous fried litti and
Ankit's papaya halva. Students
created Planetary Health guidelines for walks/school trips during
which they take care of their
health and the planet by eating
healthy and aiming for zero nonbiodegradable waste. After
breakfast, students travelled to
Buddhavan Cave in Jethian Valley,
where the Buddha is said to have
stayed overnight. The site was
discovered in 2013 by Deepak
Anand and Ram Vijay Singh and
is still relatively unknown. Dinesh:
"We were very kindly welcomed
by the village people. They want
to make the cave into a tourist
site. I hope they do it in a way
that the place will not be polluted
and remain natural and authentic.” Next was a visit to one of
the villages made responsible for
preserving the site. Dinesh: "This
village deserves the name Open
Museum. There are no guards
and you do not need a ticket to
see artefacts that remind us of
the Buddha and his teachings. All
villagers including children and
the elderly work together and are
aware of the importance of
remembering and protecting our
cultural and spiritual heritage.”
The journey ended walking part of
the Jethian-Rajgir Valley Buddha
Walk. Shilpi: "Jethian Valley is
really very beautiful. While walking
I thought that any place where the
Buddha went is peaceful. I hope
the jungle will remain like now in
the future. We are so fortunate
that Deepak Anand Sir showed
us so much beauty of nature.”
<<< Deepak Anand, Ram Vijay
Singh and Loka students at
Budhavan Cave.
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Out of Eden Learn Remembering the Past
Out of Eden Learn is an online learning programme thoughtfully designed by Project Zero (Harvard).
Children from all over the world are invited to slow down, share stories and make connections. In 2021
Loka’s Lions (grades 8-10) participated in a History Learning Journey.
Soul & Soil Festival by Shilpi (14)

“In my village we have many
festivals. They are all religious and
sometimes there is discrimination
based on caste and divisions
between women and men. That is
why I designed the Soul & Soil
festival that reminds us of our
shared past and connects all
people. This festival can create
understanding, good feelings and
friendships. Our grandparents can
share their stories. Women will be
giving workshops like basket
making. Children can perform
dramas and dance. To give you an
idea what the festival might look
like, I made a drawing.”

Drawing Neighbourhood Maps Out of Eden Learn
For Core Learning Journey 1: The Present and the Local Loka’s Lotus Flowers (grade 5) were invited to
think about their relationship with a certain place by drawing maps of their village as seen through their
own eyes. The maps did not have to be accurate or similar to existing maps.
Village Map by Ishu (12)
My map is a spiral. In the middle
there is the river Punpun. Because
of the river my village is here.
People need not go far to bathe
the buffaloes, take water to clean
the house, grow crops and drink.
In my map cows are eating grass.
If cows need to drink water then
they go they go to the Punpun.
On my village map there are many
colourful owers. In my village
people live in different kinds of
houses and children play kabaddi
and go to school. My spiral map
ends with rain falling from the sky.
The rain lls the river when it is dry
and helps the paddy grow.
My village works like a spiral.
.................................................................................................................................................................................................

When talking about what we wish for the New Year, Loka
student Sandeep (14) said:
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“May I have more struggles. They help me grow as a human
being and prevent sad thoughts from entering my mind as all
time goes into nding solutions, making things better.”
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Loka’s Gardens and Farm
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At Loka the world (= Loka) is our classroom.
Trees, owers, insects and animals are teachers too.
Learning never stops.
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Dream in Progress
Loka's School: Expanding and
aspiring to one day be the most
beautiful school in the whole
wide world. Because Beauty
opens our hearts to Truth,
Compassion and all other
things Great and Glorious.
In 2021 big infrastructural changes
were either completed or set in
motion on Loka’s 2,4 hectare
campus. An extra storey is being
built on the school in order to
create: 1. an eco science lab, 2. a
teacher meeting room, 3. a
temporary maker space, 4. a
computer room, 5. a multipurpose
hall for gatherings and music,
dance & art classes. In 2022
plastering, doors, windows, and
furnishing rooms will be done.
Four rooms with attached bathrooms are being completed for
(guest) teachers. This expansion
will also allow for the school to
organise education related conferences and facilitate small scale
gatherings. An iron roof structure
was made for outdoor classes,
performances and meetings. This
extra space enables outdoor
gatherings in all seasons. Rain
water harvesting systems were
created throughout the campus to
gather rainwater during the monsoon which prevents oods and
keeps the groundwater level high.

It’s an Ongoing Process
................................................................................................................................................................................................

”At Loka I am having a beautiful rst work experience. Everybody told me
how tough life would become once I start work. But my personal
experience is different, I feel great joy and comfort. More than just
working, I am getting to know myself by learning from students, from my
colleagues and guest teachers. At Loka we learn with our head, heart
and hand; we explore humanity and also plants and animals who are all
part of our learning environment."
~Doma Sherpa, 1st grade Teacher at Loka
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"At Loka I learn many things and the environment is peaceful. Teachers
and students both experience full freedom here. Freedom to learn and
explore makes us feel we can do anything. It creates con dence. We live,
learn and work without fear. Such an atmosphere allows us to fully
express ourselves. I don't know any other place like this.”
~ Sneha Sharma, Teacher and Of ce Manager at Loka
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Balance Sheet Stichting Loka (Loka NL)
Credit
Balance on 1/1/2021
Donations & other income
Total

€ 73.324
€ 137.565
€ 210.889

Debit
Donations Loka NL to Sarvodaya (Loka India)
Costs Loka NL
Total

€ 125.650
€
669
€ 126.319

Balance Sheet 31/12/21

€ 84.570

Expenditure by Sarvodaya Society (Loka India
Loka’s Centre - operational Costs
Loka’s Centre - Investments
Reserved for 2022
Tota

€ 48.450
€ 65.300
€ 11.900
€ 125.650

Founders & Boards

Operational costs are structural costs, such as: school materials,
salary teachers & supporting staff, electricity, communication, school
trips, workshops, courses, school van, maintenance and of ce
supplies. In 2021 the structural costs were less than budgeted due to
lockdowns. Investments included: construction of an extra storey on
the school building, four rooms incl. bathrooms for guests and
teachers, rain water harvesting systems throughout the campus,
furniture, maintenance and painting of buildings, tree plantation and a
laptop. Investments were slightly higher than budgeted which was
compensated by lower operational costs.

Founders
Sanat Kumar, Charlotte Leech
Loka India (Sarvodaya
Nityanand Sharma, Lakshmi
Saripalli, Uma Prajapati
Loka NL (Stichting Loka
Sander Tideman, Alain Hubers
Anne Wibaut, Trudy Kamsteeg
Advisers
Shari Tishman, Rizio Yohannan

Thank you to all kind people & organisations who supported and
encouraged Loka in many ways! Special thanks to: Hans Leewens,
Anneke Teulings, Riky Boom, Pierre Laband, Paul Salopek, Danielle
Winter, Stephanie Rhode & family, Pia Lefèvre, Paul Palmarozza, Lisa
Schrempp, Pieter Esselink, Erik Janssen, Anne Datema-van Kesteren,
Ceciel Fruijtier, Family Witteveen, Reingard Braun, Carel Bergfeld, Kate
Edwards, Bernadette Jones, Ellen Nagtzaam, Toos Lodder, Danielle
Kahn, Martine Stevens, Pieter v. Ooijen, Martha Kaesenhagen, Gerrit
Kootte, Miranda Korz, Mariska Sijmons, Brenda v. Lier, H. Smits, Rosita
Hanoeman & Family, R.A. v/d Graaf, Sanchit Toor, Avinash Karn,
Wendy Nordemann, Mark Doeswijk, Friedrich Grohe, Ita Mehrotra and
Anarya Dodes.

Collaborations & Support
Artreach Indi
Art1st
Cornelisse Foundatio
Jacoba van Wassenaer Fonds
Lila Foundatio
Out of Eden Learn
Resourcement Foundatio
Triodos Foundation
The TypeCraft Initiativ
Triple Value Foundation
Van Kesteren Foundatio

Donations
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European (Dutch) Bank Account
IBAN NL04 TRIO 0254 4577 38
(Stichting Loka) BIC:TRIONL2U
Indian Bank Account
(Only for donations within India)
Account nr. 28490100019100
Bank of Baroda in name of
Sarvodaya Society, IFS:
BARB0RAMNBS, MICR:
221012023
FCRA Bank Account
contact
lokafoundation@gmail.com
Paypal
lokafoundation@gmail.com

